
FEATURES

▪ 420HC recurve blade

▪ QuadLock locking system

▪ Two handling positions

▪ Baton jimping

▪ Stability bar

▪ Overstrike guard

▪ MOLLE or belt-carry sheath

SPECS

▪ Blade length: 6.75”

▪ Overall length: 15.1”

▪ Weight: 18 ounces

Tough work demands tough tools. The American-made Doubledown Folding Machete is the tough tool for jobs across the spectrum. Delivering full function at half the size, the 

Doubledown stows compactly and easily in a pack, on a belt, or attached to MOLLE webbing. Its patent pending QuadLock System engages in 3 positions ensuring safe operation 

under varying levels of stress. When splitting is needed, the forward jimping enables efficient batoning. The ergonomic design strengthens users to work harder and longer. With a 

weight-forward design, each swing delivers additional impact for your effort making chopping a task any user can marshal. A slight recurve in the blade provides a protected edge 

near the handle for carving and shaving tasks typically accomplished with a knife, accompanies by a handle region designed to choke up and handle the tool as a knife.

DOUBLEDOWN

Item Number 30-001530N

UPC Code 0-13658-15541-1

 Retail $129.99



FEATURES

▪ 420HC recurve blade

▪ QuadLock locking system

▪ Two handling positions

▪ Baton jimping

▪ Stability bar

▪ Overstrike guard

▪ MOLLE or belt-carry sheath

SPECS

▪ Blade length: 6.75”

▪ Overall length: 15.1”

▪ Weight: 18 ounces

Tough work demands tough tools. The American-made Doubledown Folding Machete is the tough tool for jobs across the spectrum. Delivering full function at half the size, the 

Doubledown stows compactly and easily in a pack, on a belt, or attached to MOLLE webbing. Its patent pending QuadLock System engages in 3 positions ensuring safe operation 

under varying levels of stress. When splitting is needed, the forward jimping enables efficient batoning. The ergonomic design strengthens users to work harder and longer. With a 

weight-forward design, each swing delivers additional impact for your effort making chopping a task any user can marshal. A slight recurve in the blade provides a protected edge 

near the handle for carving and shaving tasks typically accomplished with a knife, accompanies by a handle region designed to choke up and handle the tool as a knife.

DOUBLEDOWN

Item Number 30-001533N

UPC Code 0-13658-15544-2

 Retail $119.99



FEATURES

▪ 420HC recurve blade

▪ QuadLock locking system

▪ Two handling positions

▪ Baton jimping

▪ Stability bar

▪ Overstrike guard

▪ MOLLE or belt-carry sheath

SPECS

▪ Blade length: 6.75”

▪ Overall length: 15.1”

▪ Weight: 18 ounces

Tough work demands tough tools. The American-made Doubledown Folding Machete is the tough tool for jobs across the spectrum. Delivering full function at half the size, the 

Doubledown stows compactly and easily in a pack, on a belt, or attached to MOLLE webbing. Its patent pending QuadLock System engages in 3 positions ensuring safe operation 

under varying levels of stress. When splitting is needed, the forward jimping enables efficient batoning. The ergonomic design strengthens users to work harder and longer. With a 

weight-forward design, each swing delivers additional impact for your effort making chopping a task any user can marshal. A slight recurve in the blade provides a protected edge 

near the handle for carving and shaving tasks typically accomplished with a knife, accompanies by a handle region designed to choke up and handle the tool as a knife.

DOUBLEDOWN

Item Number 30-001536N

UPC Code 0-13658-15547-3

 Retail $129.99
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